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Letter 654
VISION
Commandant of “The Purell Police Department”
2017-12-31
Dear Jesus,
Over six years ago (G6) instituted a hospital-wide “hand hygiene” policy which was
comprehensive in nature. It provided instruction on how and when to wash one’s hands
using soap and water.
Along with hand-washing protocols was a hand-sanitizing protocol, directing workers to
use a sanitizing gel such as Purell, under most conditions.
Hand sanitizer dispensers were installed at the doorways of any room or area in which staff
could possibly have interaction with patients. These dispensers were located both inside
and outside of the doorway. The training catch-phrase was,
“GEL IN, GEL OUT”.
Because Satan was trying to get me to quit working at (G6), he instigated a type of Legalism
which had adverse impact on all Environmental Workers.
We were informed that in order to enter a patient room to clean, we had to remove our
gloves, apply the gel, and then re-glove, and then de-glove and apply hand gel again on exit.
Not only was this a waste of gloves, it was also unnecessary. This was because our gloved
hands would already be automatically sanitized by the cleaning solutions which our gloved
hands would already be coated with, due to the fact that we would be handling cleaning
rags saturated with an approved anti-viral cleaning chemical held in a water solution. So
the process of de-gloving, sanitizing, and re-gloving was outside the bounds of both good
science and common sense. It was mandated by a Spirit of Legalism, a fallen angel who
only this week I discovered by vision to be the Chief, or Commandant, of the “Purell Police
Department”.
IN THIS VISION:
I was standing in what appeared to be a hallway related to the Operating Suites that I clean.
About thirty feet down the hall I saw a man standing, looking at me with an evil smirky grin
on his face.
END OF VISION.
Immediately after the vision the evil spirit was “Grilled and Pitted”. Then the Lord informed
me that this was the angel directly responsible for the stupid, idiotic glove protocol with
which my department was cursed for so many years.
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But as is the typical shelf-life of stupid edicts, it started to fade a few years ago, and
commonsense once again began to emerge. I essentially ignored the “legal” part of the
protocol, and used my own Common-Sense Protocol in keeping my hands clean and germ
free.
Freedom, baby, freedom.
So, now that the “Purell Police” Commandant is gone, I will be curious to see how Kingdom
Common Sense prevails within the hospital. I don’t make it a habit of “policing” others,
unless there is a clear and present danger, but on the other hand I don’t walk around with
my eyes and ears closed. So I will see what there is to see, when the Lord shows it to me.
Blessings…
R. C. Theophilus
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